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THE UNITED STATES IN THE 20th CENTURY

"Clinton and Congress: What went Wrong?"

D214/AC9 - Side B:

JEREMY COOPER:

Richard Maidment conducts a review of the first two and half

years of President Clinton's Administration.

BILL CLINTON: (INAUGURAL SPEECH)

Thomas Jefferson believed that to preserve the very foundations

of our nation, we would need dramatic change from time to time.

Well, my fellow Americans, this is our time - let us embrace it.

(APPLAUSE)

Our democracy must be not only the envy of the world but the

engine of our own renewal.

There is nothing wrong with America that cannot be cured by

what is right with America.

(APPLAUSE)

And so today we pledge an end to the era of deadlock and drift

and a new season of American renewal has begun.

(APPLAUSE)
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RICHARD MAIDMENT:

During the first two years of his presidency, Bill Clinton has

certainly seen dramatic change, but not quite the renewal he

hoped for.

Indeed there now seems to be the real possibility of a new era of

deadlock and drift.

When he made tha t Inaugural Speech, Bill Clinton was riding

high on the wave of optimism tha t elected him as a Democratic

President to work alongside a Democratic Congress.

Twelve years of confrontation between Republican Presidents

and Democratic Congresses were at an end.

But less than two years later, both the House of Representatives

and the Senate swung over to the Republicans and a mood of

conservatism dominated the United States.

Once again, President and Congress were are at odds.

Many in America and in Europe, see this extraordinary

turnabout as evidence tha t President Clinton has failed to live

up to his early promise.

He has received particularly unsympathetic t rea tment in the

UK where his presidency is portrayed frequently as having little

sense of direction, especially in foreign policy.

It has also failed to deliver some of the most important domestic

reforms, such as health care, to which the President gave the

highest priority.
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'Directionless and ineffective' is a harsh judgement, but it's

widely believed.

And yet the Clinton Presidency began with very high

expectations.

So what went wrong?

Has Clinton, in fact, been quite so inadequate or has he just

suffered an unfair and hostile press?

I went to Washington DC in May to find out.

I talked to politicians of both parties about Clinton's record, and

to political scientists who have a somewhat different approach

to, and understanding of, the operation of the American political

process.

I first spoke to James Thurber of American University, a leading

expert on the relations between President and Congress.

JAMES THURBER:

The first two years of the Clinton Administration, before the

Republicans were elected to the House and the Senate in 1994,

saw a President that had the highest presidential support scores

in Congress than any President except Eisenhower in his first

year and LBJ in his first year.

Those scores are statistics that show what the President wants

passed and how many items he gets passed on his agenda - it

was about 86% in the first two years.
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So he's, he did very well in the first two years even though

people focused on health care reform and its failure.

He passed a tough budget, he also passed NAFTA which is a 

trade policy with Mexico and Canada, and GAT, and a variety of

other major pieces of legislation.

We've had an unprecedented growth in this economy, primarily

because of monetary policy the interest rates have been dropped

and it's stimulated the economy, but he's helped that because he

cut back on the deficit - and he got no credit for cutting back on

the deficit.

We've cut the deficit in half as per cent of GDP, from 4.8% of

GDP to 2.2% of GDP, which Wall Street and the Federal

Reserve Board or Central Bank loves but the American people

just didn't understand it - and they don't now today.

He also cut back the bureaucracy by a hundred and forty

thousand people, yet did not get credit with the American

public - his support in polls went down over the two-year period.

And of course in 1995, mid-year, he's not doing very well at all

because the Republicans are dominating the agenda in the

House and the Senate.

Why is he unpopular?

I think it's a combination of things.

One thing is that his question of character keeps coming up.
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'White Water' which is a word that includes a whole variety of

activities when he was Governor of Arkansas, as well as the

actual White Water real estate deal keeps coming up.

The question of his relationships with other women keep coming

up.

The question of his protest against the war in Vietnam irri tates

a lot of people.

And he had a very strong wife, especially during the first two

years; she's backed out of the spotlight, but tha t irr i tated a lot

of traditional men and women - primarily Republicans.

All of those things combined to have very high negatives in the

polls for Clinton.

However, as the Republicans have taken the agenda his

negatives have gone down and he's much more popular, which is

an anomaly - the less he pushes his programme the better he is

in the polls it seems in this 1995 period.

RICHARD MAIDMENT:

Roger Davidson of the University of Maryland, is another

political scientist and one of the most eminent authorities on the

Congress.

I asked him what grade he would give Clinton's performance

over the past two years.

Davidson is more critical of the President than Thurber.
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ROGER DAVIDSON:

When I started teaching at Dartmouth College we had a special

grade called C+, and it was called the gentleman's C+ because it

was the kind of grade you could give for an average performance

but tha t looked a little bit above average.

And I think I would give Bill Clinton a gentleman's C+.

The first thing tha t political scientists tell new Presidents to do

is what we call 'hit the ground running'.

That is, make use of your 'honeymoon period' - the period in

which your public support is likely to be the highest, shortly

after your Election.

Use tha t time to identify yourself, to take a limited focused

number of major initiatives tha t will help people to define your

presidency and will help Congress to respond to those

initiatives.

Clinton had probably the shortest 'honeymoon' on record.

Clinton himself is not to blame for all of that , he is to blame for

some of it - in two respects.

First of all, he let some ancillary issues get in the way of his

basic message, and those ancillary issues were very divisive:

gays and lesbians in the military; Nanny problems t h a t were

faced by some of his Cabinet selections tha t had to be

withdrawn.

Maybe those were minor issues but they were first impressions,

and like all first impressions they lasted a long time, continued,

I think, to dog this administration.
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Secondly, we tell Presidents in 'hitting the ground running' to

focus their message.

Bill Clinton has a very hard time focusing.

He has a wide variety of interests, a relatively short attention

span apparently, and, you know, he'll put out one message one

week and then he'll step on tha t message the next week by

talking about something else.

You have to focus t ha t message, you have to learn as a President

to keep silent as well as to learn to speak - Clinton has not

found a way to do that .

And I th ink that ' s one reason why commentators and the

American public find it so hard to, to define this person.

RICHARD MAIDMENT:

Chuck Jones of the Brookings Inst i tute, another distinguished

scholar of American Government has a similar view of Clinton.

CHUCK JONES:

My view is t ha t during the transit ion period and subsequently,

he was not successful in becoming in wha t I say is ' larger than

himself.

To be, if you're gonna make the transition from Candidate to

President-Elect, and then President-Elect to President, tha t

transition has to be through staff, through appointments tha t

you make in the Cabinet - there has to be some kind of unity to

all of that .
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You have to come to be comfortable in lots of people speaking in

your name; and then to, in creating this unity in appointment

attach tha t to the government, because the President is really

one of the least permanent people in the city in government

here.

So the big challenge is to find your place in the government.

It's a big job - you can't do it all yourself.

The President has got to find ways to appoint people, who are

then going to know what it is he wants to do - to act in his place.

J u s t take from the point of view of staff people who are Cabinet

officials, they have to be confident in preparing proposals t h a t

they have come to know the President well enough to th ink the

way he does, to be able to write memo's in a language that ' s

going to be meaningful.

And I th ink this President's not achieved tha t - even yet.

RICHARD MAIDMENT:

Now for the views of some members of Congress, and I found,

interestingly enough, t ha t politicians of both parties take a very

similar view of both the weaknesses and strengths of the

Clinton Administration.

Congressman Steve Horn is a Republican, and represents a 

constituency which includes Long Beach in California.
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STEVE HORN:

I think the President has a very mixed record - as is t rue of most

Presidents.

I think as a person tha t relates to people, tha t seems to care

about people, he would get very high marks .

In terms of legislation tha t he sought in the 103rd Congress,

and tha t was approved, he could get high marks on a lot of tha t .

Obviously he failed dramatically when it came to quote 'reform'

unquote of the American health care system.

He did not realise tha t Americans do not want more

bureaucracy, they want less bureaucracy - they want more

simplification.

I th ink he's a President t ha t listens to the last person t ha t ta lks

to him - I th ink that 's unfortunate.

He needs to take firm measures, he needs to focus.

And I, I'm have great empathy for him, he's a very bright

person.

As a University President I had a lot of his faults, even though

intellectually I knew it was better I wanted everything 'first

priority' I wanted it done 'tomorrow'.

And I know how he feels - its, sort of, Truman's great line on

Eisenhower before he was elected he said, "Now the old General

will come in here, and he'll give an order and he'll find six

months later nobody's carried it out".

"But", he said, "You know, Truman did get it carried out

because he had a limited agenda".


